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Study Area

Motivation

● Bethany Beach, DE
● Area prone to annual extreme events
● 10 km N By 6 Km E
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Introduction

● Notable increases in extreme events
cause large morphological changes
to the coastline where 30% of US
citizens reside.

● Modeling allows for the analysis of
hydrodynamics and
morphodynamics pre and post
storms.
Goal: Use Xbeach, a 2-D modeling
system, to analyse how different
storm parameters ( signiﬁcant wave
height and incident angle) affect the
impact an extreme events coastal
processes
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[1a]Depicts erosion at Bethany Beach, DE after
Hurricane Sandy 2012 [1b] Flooding in Bethany
Beach community post Hurricane Sandy

[2a] GoogleEarth Image of Bethany Beach, DE relative to North [2b] IBethany Beach Grid uploaded to Xbeach with Transects 1 and 2 highlighted

Methodology

● Hurricane Sandy was run in Xbeach using boundary conditions from a
local NOAA buoy [3]
● The effects of incident angle and signiﬁcant wave height were examined
○ Incident Angles 230, 270, 310, 340 where 270 is coming from the east,,
230 is coming from the south, and the 300s are coming from the north
○ The wave heights from NOAA buoy were increased and decreased by
10% (Hs normal, Hs 90%, and Hs 110%)
Erosion Rates
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● It is important understand the effect
extreme events have on the coastline
by hindcasting past events to
understand how to adapt for the
future.
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[3] Depicts the boundary condition inputted to Xbeach: Tides, Wave Period, and Signiﬁcant
Wave Height

340°

Erosion Rate (m3/m/s)

Variations in wave heights affect
the behavior of dune erosion
during a storm. Where
signiﬁcant wave height is
directly proportional to erosion.
Additionally the angle of impact
of the waves inﬂuences the
severity of erosion with 270°
(directly on shore) resulting in
the highest and most rapid
erosion.
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Conclusion:

Hs 90%
[4]Shows the process of how three different wave heights will (Hs 90%, Normal, and 110%) erode the dune at Transect 1 for wave angles 230, 270, 310, and 340

Hs Normal

Hs 110%

[5] Depicts the erosion rate of the dune (see [4]) per hour for each wave angle for transect 1 and transect 2. Analysis
done for all three signiﬁcant wave heights: normal, 90%, and 110%.
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